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Marginalia

The marking-up of a text by

• Underlining

• Highlighting

• Writing

• Drawing

A key tool in when 
engaging with a text.



Reading: typically a solitary activity



Reading’s Social Dimension



Reading’s Social Dimension



Reading’s Social Dimension



Takes place in a digital environment. 

Social Annotation 

Multiple readers can 
engage closely with 
content…

…and each other.

Collaborative learning 
can result.



Improved technology

= improved learning experience

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/21/opinion/helping-teenagers-grow.html


Social Annotation 

• Highlighting 

• Commenting

• Discussion

• Linking



Image Annotation



Video Annotation



Social Annotation 

AnalyticsTagging



The Effectiveness of Social Annotation



Types of Teacher Annotation

• Modelling close or active reading

• Creating a glossary of key terms

• Elucidating difficult passages

• Highlighting key concepts

• Asking questions to deepen understanding

• Providing context or background



Types of Student Annotation

• Creating a glossary of key terms/concepts

• Close reading

• Rhetorical reading

• Highlighting important  
passages

• Note-taking

• Creative responses



Types of Student Annotation

• Sharing an opinion (N.B. quiet students often “gain” a voice.)

• Reading the opinions of peers

• Asking questions and receiving answers to deepen 
understanding

• Cross-referencing or linking with other works/sources/media

• Etc.



• Which platform can best help 
achieve those goals

Integrating Online Annotation into a Course

Determine 

• Your instructional goals: what should students learn?



• To ascertain how much and what students are reading.

• To develop students’ close reading strategies.

• To improve students understanding of key concepts.

• To develop students’ ability to read textbooks analytically.

Examples of Instructional Goals



• To develop students’ ability to debate issues in a discourse.

• To develop students ability to work through difficult 
passages.

• To help students recognize that a variety of interpretations of 
are possible.

Examples of Instructional Goals



4. What activities will students do to gain this learning?

5. How will the activities be structured (individual vs. group)

Integrating Online Annotation into a Course

6. Will the activities be 
summative or formative?

7. By what criteria will you 
assess student learning?



• Research shows mobile devices, social media, and 
multitasking can hinder academic performance

A Caveat

• Multi-tasking come with 
switching costs

• Don’t be afraid to 
encourage both analog and 
digital work.



Sample Social Annotation Rubric







• Take the time to get to know the platform yourself.

• Start simple. You can use more features as you become more 
familiar with them.

• Demonstrate to students the features you want them to use.

Tips on Adopting a New Platform



• Refer students to Help tools.

• Check in with students: are they encountering difficulties? 
Are they using the features you’ve decided are necessary? 
(tagging, commenting, linking, etc.)

Tips on Adopting a New Platform



Introducing Three SA Platforms

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/21/opinion/helping-teenagers-grow.html


Hypothes.is

Non-profit, open-source, browser-based platform

• Adds an interactive discussion layer to the net (including video
and images)

• Requires a browser plug-in (if not used within an LMS)

• Simple interface

• Privacy controls (take personal notes, comment in groups, or 
with the public)

• Now available on Vanier’s Moodle!

https://jitp.commons.gc.cuny.edu/making-reading-visible-social-annotation-with-lacuna-in-the-humanities-classroom/
https://web.hypothes.is/annotating-with-groups/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/21/opinion/helping-teenagers-grow.html


Hypothes.is

• Resources include guides for teachers and students @
https://web.hypothes.is/education/
https://web.hypothes.is/teacher-resource-guide/

• Readers can add links and images to comments.

• From Dashboard

• View comments

• Navigate directly to comment’s context.

• Filter comments by user, tag, etc.

https://web.hypothes.is/education/
https://web.hypothes.is/teacher-resource-guide/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/21/opinion/helping-teenagers-grow.html


Classroom Salon

Browser-based platform

Began as Carnegie Mellon project on how users interpret content

• Dashboard environment 

• Media Repository (text, video, images in PDF form)

• User permissions (individual & group work)

• Salon management

• Media Manager (assign, set tags, ask questions, provide 
answers, choose mode)



Classroom Salon

• Analytics

• Salon creation (for all users)

• Option to follow users

• Notifications



Classroom Salon

• Text & comment tagging

• Summaries

• Questions & Answers (self-assessment)

• Comment filtering (via tags or users)

• Sharing of media with URL

• Help features (manual and “Learn to use Classroom Salon” 
salon)



Browser-based platform

• LMS (more features than Classroom Salon)

• Automatic grading of assignments (with 15 + students)

• Private chat

• Comment starring

• Variety of features in comments  



• Comment filtering (for faster searches)

• Comment flagging for plagiarism

• Copying of thread links for sharing

• Anonymous commenting option

• “Liking”/checking of comments (similar to FB likes)

• Group options (automatic or manual)



Automatic Grading for quality of annotations



http://collab.vanierpsi.profweb.ca/


Please contact Patti Kingsmill 

x7277 

or

patti.kingsmill@vanier.college

Interested in integrating social annotation in a course?



Thank you!
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